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'Wild' child

By Elena Kadvany | 5 comments | 3,409 views

Dragon Theatre explores autism on personal and historical levels

Corporate Wellness and Couples

by Karla Kane / Palo Alto Weekly

By Chandrama Anderson | 0 comments | 2,529
views

I have a particular affinity for stories that flip back
and forth through time, skipping between eras and
drawing parallels between them, the past informing
the present and the present shining light on the past.
It's an affinity that Dragon Theatre shares,
exemplified by its current production, "Wild Boy."
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The play shifts between modern day, where Portland,
Oregon, couple Paul and Jennifer are reeling after
their toddler son is diagnosed with autism, and 18thcentury Europe, where King George I of England has
brought a seemingly feral, mute boy found in the
woods to court as a pet project.
"Wild Boy," by Oliver Goldstick, was adapted from
writer/historian Paul Collins' book "Not Even Wrong:
A Father's Journey into Autism." Collins is also the
lead character, and it's through his voice that the
audience witnesses both his own family life and the
story of "Peter the wild boy," whom Collins is
researching for a book. As Collins grapples with his
son Morgan's (Jonathan Tierney) diagnosis and
ponders Peter's fairly tragic life, he makes
connections between the two and begins to explore
ideas of what it means to be "normal," or even
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Johnathan Tierney plays Peter, the titular "Wild Boy"
from the 18th century. Photo by Kimberly Wadycki.

human, as well as how to balance helping Morgan
thrive in a world designed for the neurotypical with
encouraging him to be himself.
Morgan, his parents proudly boast, learned the
alphabet as a baby and can put together a complex
puzzle in record time. He could, they venture, be a
genius. Ah, but their early-interventionist clinician
replies, he prefers to do the puzzle backward, not
interested in making a picture. He refuses eye
contact and rarely speaks, other than in fragments of
song lyrics. He's someone with significant issues, the
doctors say, for whom difficult things come easily
and easy things with difficulty.
Paul and Jennifer are first in denial, then vacillate between anger, fear and acceptance. Morgan's quirks,
which they once celebrated as adorable and charming, must now be scrutinized as possible autism signs.
They're overwhelmed by the hours of behavioral therapy recommended and worried about stamping out
what's special about Morgan in favor of trying to make him conform to societal norms.
Paul (played with wonderful warmth and naturalism by Ryan O'Donnell) also comes to recognize in himself
and his relatives some neurodiverse characteristics -- as a child his senses were overloaded by school, and
he was placed in special ed. He loses himself in his research topics obsessively, becoming deaf to the
world. His father, uncles and in-laws, he recalls, were introverted, socially awkward engineers,
mathematicians and musicians. Have he and Jennifer (Olivia Haas) burdened their son with what he refers

to as a "genetic kick-me sign?" Are the family's artistic and cerebral gifts a blessing, a curse or both? And
while Jennifer is keen to have a second child, Paul worries about saddling a younger sibling with a possibly
highly disabled older brother for life, as well as the family having enough resources to give their children
the opportunities and energy they deserve.
Meanwhile, back in the 1700s, King George I (John Stephen King, yep, King plays a king) is a monarch
unhappily dragged out of his beloved Bavaria to rule in misery over damp, foreign Britain. When he finds
"wild boy" Peter (Tierney, again) living alone in the woods, he senses a kinship between himself, an
outsider in his begrudgingly adopted country and culture, and this boy, doomed to forever be outside
society due to his inability to assimilate into civilization. Kindhearted Princess of Wales Caroline (Isabel
Siragusa) takes pity on Peter and shows him tenderness but with little avail. Though he becomes a
celebrity of sorts, even turning up in a Kensington Palace portrait, he's at best treated as a circus freak
and at worst a despised, savage beast. Peter, it seems, was abandoned by his parents when they couldn't
cope with his lack of language skills and "wild" behavior. We'll likely never know his true origins, nor the
cause of his disabilities, but his story does prove an intriguing and heartbreaking case study.
Sensitively and skillfully directed by Ken Sonkin, Dragon's production is sweet and funny in addition to
thought-provoking. Sonkin also deserves credits for the production's nicely executed sound design, which
allows styles of piano music to distinguish switches in timelines and, in one transition, the rain of Portland
to meld into the downpour of England. The set, by Joshua McDermott, is the most elaborate I've seen yet
at the Dragon, with clever jungle-gym features such as swings and bars. Tables and stools shaped like
jigsaw-puzzle pieces are a nod to the puzzle-piece symbol used by autism-awareness organizations. In
addition to the good chemistry between O'Donnell and the understated, deadpan Haas, Tierney does well
with his challenging, largely nonspeaking roles, and the supporting cast plays such a large number of
different parts that I was shocked at curtain call to realize how few actors are actually involved (with King
especially good at switching between blustery monarch and laid-back Portland dude).
"Wild Boy" is recommended for anyone who's a parent, interested in history, concerned with what it means
to be human or has ever felt like an outsider -- and that's pretty much all of us.
What: "Wild Boy"
Where: Dragon Theatre, 2120 Broadway St., Redwood City
When: Through Aug. 21, Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Cost: $25-$30
Info: Go to Dragon Theatre.
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